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"Far out",says Tarm

Peters replaced
by management team

These are just some of the people that will replace Frank Peters
as president of WLU. The partners are not present, but they are
really the ones who will wield the power that■

Res

rules,

regs

razed

lan Beare, Director of the newly

formed Hotel Laurier announced
sweeping plans on Tuesday which
will revolutionize residence living
here at WLU. Beare expressed
concern over the fact that a
minority of students were
disrupting the majority by
demanding quiet hours be enforced from 12 midnight to Bam so
they could get at least eight hours
sleep.
Beare was astounded at the
selfishness of students who could
make such exorbitant demands
and claimed the request would led
to the disruption of poker and
bridge games. He hopes these
"bed bugs" can be weeded out by
next year.
When confronted with the
question: "Was 8 hours per night
not
the
sleeping
normal

■

■

Beare

bewails

requirement?", Beare replied,
"Students have all day to sleep and
there is no excuse for disrupting

nocturnal activities."
He was also critical of the
traditional student pastime of
studying, calling it a destructive
influence on freshmen. He said a
number of new students have been
converted to the study sect, a
situation he plans to avoid next
year by placing a ban on studying
and transforming the study rooms
into body rub parlours.
When asked how he will prevent
"underground" studying Beare
said he is considering burning all
contraband books and levying
fines on those found with books in
their possession. Students will be
required to do their "book" work
in the library even if the environment of peace and quiet may

In an unprecedented move, the the most exciting sense. With any
Board of Governors today apluck at all, in one year this place
proved the appointment of an will see standard accounting
outside firm of consulting acprocedures implemented in all
countants as the acting President relevant areas, and possibly a few
of the university. The news closely irrelevant areas. It's a moving
followed the announcement of Dr. prospect."
Frank Peter's sabbatical leave.
Normally taciturn Controller
In what was described as an Giesbrecht remained so in an
"exciting" press release, it was exclusive interview, and only
announced that the firm of volunteered the statement, ".. .far
Smythe, Deneuve, Faversham, out. These are really my kind of
and Associates would take office people." It is expected that the
July 1, 1974.
office of Controller will become a
The move came as a logical wholly owned subsidiary of the
progression from a president office of the president for the
dedicated to the relatively munduration of Dr. Peter's leave; this
daneaffairs of attaining provincial is not to be confused with the
status for the university, to a concept of holy owned subsidiary,
president dedicated to the more a status this institution held with
dynamic tasks of achieving respect to the Lutheran Church
"standard accounting proceprior to provincialization.
dures" in all relevant departT. Wellington Smythe, principal
ments. In announcing the move, of Smythe, Deneuve, Faversham,
Board of Governors Chair- and Associates, volunteered that
man Rev. Binhammer said that the prospects
were".. .thrilling. In
the appointment "could only be a short time, WLU will become the
described as cost effective in first institution to fully utilize the
modem miracle of contemporary
accounting." Smythe, Deneuve,
Faversham, and Associates, is a
local firm rumoured to hold the
offices of Mayor of Waterloo,
Kitchener Town Planner, and
Pastor ofa large local church. This
is the first time a firm of accountants has assumed full
responsibility for the running of a
have
serious psychological university, without the benefit of a
ramifications.
front man.
The Board of Governors anSmythe envisions no sweeping
nounced Wednesday that the changes in practices at WLU,
Department of Agricultural allowing that "current measures
Studies would be housed in the to rationalize all cost centers,
Dining Hall next year. The
Chairman, Dr. Elmer Steer,
F.A.R.M. said yesterday he was
extremely pleased with the new
facilities. He believes the kitcuen
area can be converted into a first
class laboratory with only a
minimum of modification and was
elated to find a conveyor belt
which will facilitate the movement
of specimens into the laboratory
area.
Dr. Steer was chuting no bull
either when he expressed dismay
over
the
administration's
cowardly refusal to retain the
dining hall staff as lab assistants.
ban

this man once did.

particularly those in which fixed
lump sum payments are made by
clients for services rendered over
the course of the contract, have
been spectacularly successful, so
successful, in fact, that the quality
of services may be re-introduced

as a factor in the decision-making
process. Their man Bilyea has
really done a fine job here."
Rumours that Bilyea will be
replaced, were soundly put down.
"We'll find something for him to
do. I understand that there are
some hidden costs in residence,
such as heat and linen, which will
bear scrutiny. Past performance
indicates that Bilyea is definitely
our man here."

Eat It!

Emergency meeting solves crisis
by B.K. Hachett

SAC President Phil Turvey
called an emergency meeting of
the student council early this
morning. He expressed his thanks
to those who had gathered for their
concern and diligence in
responding to the short notice (It
was written on 3 x 5 cards) which
resulted from the urgency of the

matter at hand.
The meeting was called to order
by VP Executive Rick Cropley
under protest from ex-rep Dave
Lowe who insisted he was the Vice
President. Lowe was pacified
when he was told SAC would
sponsor him as a cheerleader next
year and the meeting commenced.
The minutes of the last
emergency meeting, held October

3, 1963 (which is by a strange

coincidence also Dave Lowe's unanimously that this solution be shouting "Let's form a committee rangements had been completed
birthday) were presented for adopted with the exception of to look into the matter". His words Francey, who had refused to inMcKinley who phoned in to voice were too much to bear and the volve himself in the musical chairs
acceptance. At this point considerable discussion arose as to the his disapproval. The confrontation members bolted back to their seats game, continued to insist the
meeting could not carry on
historical validity of the appeared headed for a deadlock in anxious anticipation.
A minor fracas broke out in the because of thefailure to accept the
documents in SAC's possession. until someone muttered McKinley
Warren Howard claimed the wasn't president anymore and corner of the room as Bob Weaver minutes of the last meeting. VP
papers were a forgery and ex-SAC therefore his objections could be and Jim Binns fought over who University Affairs
Aubrey
President Dave McKinley, who overruled. This revelation was met would sit in the favorite chair. Ferguson moved Francey be voted
was unable to attend the meeting, with a display of cheering, With the two reps sprawling on the this meeting's party pooper. The
insisted the minutes were indeed howling, foot stamping, boot floor, Turvey intervened and motion was carried and Francey
manuscript. banging, back slapping tumult suggested that in the interest of was forced to sit in the corner for
the
original
McKinley's proclamation was not which usually accompanies a fairness to all, a game of musical the duration. Ferguson then
challenged, even by Howard who major political breakthrough.
chairs should be played. He also moved that Francey's original
With a decision made on the volunteered to hum the music. All motion be accepted so the memhad to admit the evidence was
stacked against his interpretation. minutes Les Francey moved the thereps agreed it was an excellent bers could go down to the Dining
The controversy over the meeting be adjourned since new
idea with the exception of Blair Hallfor breakfast. The motion was
minutes appeared solved until one business can not be discussed Hansen who claimed Turvey was put to a vote and passed
of the arts reps (who asked that without the acceptance of the last only interested in sitting in the unanimously.
meeting's minutes. As the various chair himself. Hansen's claim
his-her name not be revealed)
Turvey then convened the
requested the minutes be read council members, led by chairman appeared to have some validity as emergency meeting with the
before acceptance. After more Cropley, prepared to leave, Turvey's humming suddenly promise he would disclose the
discussion it was decided that a Turvey exercised the president's ended with him situated in the reason for calling the members
together in the first place, as soon
committee be struck to look into Derogative by streaking to the door favorite chair.
and
against
matter.
his
it
Now
that
the
throwing
body
agreed
seating
Council
aras
he could remember what it was.
the
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How The North Was Lost
by H. Hesse
The recent proposal brought
forward in Parliament by Max
Saltzman (NDP, Waterloo) that
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Canada annex the Turks and
Caicos Islands is the most recent
evidence of what is rapidly
becoming a well-defined trend in
Canadian thinking. During the
hundred-odd years since Confederation, Canadian thinking and
policy have gradually assumed a
southern orientation, which has
been reflected in the concentration
of the vast majority along the
southern border of this country,
and in the manner in which increasing numbers of Canadians
trek to Florida and points south
during the winter. The problem is
not difficult to diagnose: Canada is
suffering from a repressed desire
to be a tropical country.
How could such a problem have
arisen? Cast your mind back to the
Golden Era of British imperialism.
Among the far-ranging colonies of
the British Empire, can you think
of another one with a geographical
orientation similar to that of
Canada? India, Africa, Central
America: all of them enjoy
blissfully tropical or semi-tropical
climates. Imagine what a shock it
must have been to the first
Canadian colonists, after reading
the recruitment brochures from
Whitehall extolling the climatic
advantages of settlement in
one of Her Majesty's overseas
possessions to arrive in Canada
and discover that they had jumped
from the bathtub to the icebox, so
to speak. Is it any wonder that the
trauma of such deception lingers
on in the collective unconscious of
modern Canadians? (It is worthy
of note that the symptoms of
trauma seem to be limited almost
exclusively to Anglo-Canadians.
One can only surmise that the
early Franco-Canadians were
accustomed to deception and so
Continued on page 5
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HOLY SMOKE May 6-11

GRAND HOTEL
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WORKHORSE
April 15-20 (we hope)

April 8-13
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BRIDGEPORT

HARLEQUIN

April22-May4
DONT roRGET OUR SI.W-STEAK-MNNER-FEED-A-FRIEND-FOR-r SPECIAL MON-WED. FROM SPM MIDNIGHT
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Memo tells of new fee formula
by Dave Schultz
According to a memo leaked
from the office of John Reble,

finance committee chairman of
the Board of Governors, WLU will
"in the future be run by costbenefit analytic methods".
Reasons cited in the note to Tarn
Giesbrecht, university controller
include
increasing student
disaffection with all-inclusive
services, and the growing cost of
maintaining such blanket service.
The memo states that "in the
future, student fees will be computed on a cost-benefit basis i.e.
the student will only bear the cost
of a service offered in relation to
the benefit derived from it. A
person's tuition and incidental fees
will be determined by the absolute

amount of use of that service
weighted against the final marks
attained, or a similar 'benefit' ".
A highly ranked official, with
hair that can only be described as
red, explained it this way:

not be liable for much in the way of
fees because of the low cost-benefit
ratio".
Another administration official
promised the new system would
bring sweeping changes to oncampus life. Housing fees will be
determined on the amount of space
used, ie. halls, doors, washrooms/
andy so on, multiplied by the

"Let's say a student-consumer

spends 15 hours per week at-

tending classes and achieves
straight As. Well, he will be liable
for full fees. However, the student
who spends less time in class with
the same results will be liable for
only partial fees, because while he,
or she, receives full credit, he or
she will only be receiving partial
academic processing, classtimewise. But, the student who does not
spend any time in classes and
receives low or failing marks will

amount of sleep acquired,
weighted against the type of marks
received. Thus a student can save
money by not sleeping at all and
not using doors, closets and other
fixtures. Furthermore, dining hall
patrons will be given 'Laurier
Bucks' as credit for unused portions of meals, said credits being
negotiable at the bookstore and
gamesroom. However, credits will

be given only to those who can

show some weight loss while
eating on campus.
President Peters termed the new
scheme "entirely consistent" with
present university operation. "H
Tarn likes it it must be all right",
said the soon-to-be-leaving top
administrator. "If some hotshot
kid wants to skip class, that's all
right with me, so why should he
pay full fees. And what about the
football player who can hardly tie
his own shoelaces, much less pass

a course. Why should he pay full
fees. The ones who are going to pay
are the ones who are going to use,
and abuse the system."
Student reaction ranged from
the incredulous to the dumbSome
expressed
founded.
amazement at "the way this place
is run", while others could only
stand slack jawed and gaze
blankly into space when asked for
a comment.
Phil Turvey, president of SAC
had no comment.

Did you hear...
Right now there is a big hole on
pg. 3. That may not concern you
but I want to go home now and I
can't until I find a way to fill page
3. So I thought I'd tell a joke. Not a
long joke, I mean it won't take
long. Honest. Just enough to fill
page 3. Well there was this lady,
see, and she lived in WichitaFalls,
and anyway she had three kids and
she didn't get out of the house too
often so she was understandably
uninformed about a lot of things.
Remember it isn't really her fault
you know, its just that she has to
work scrubbing floors during the
day so she can keep her children
living in the manner to which they
have become accustomed, that is
hand to mouth, while perhaps a bit
unsanitary is necessary since the
only other thing to do is put the
three kids (John is 4, Cindy is 2M>,
and Tim is 11 months) in an orphanage where they would
probably become alienated
juvenile delinquents and roam the
streets looking for old ladies to
molest.
Well anyway one day the
telephone in the candy store they
lived above began to ring, and ring
and ring and ring and just when
they thought it was going to stop, it
continued to ring and ring and

Believe it
or

ring. It rang 12 more times before
the lady I was talking about
before, you know the one with the
three kids, managed to stumble
down the 14 flights of stairs and
answered it. She paused for
several minutes to catch her
breath and then said hesitantly,.. .Hello?
Guess who it was. (this is a
really funny story, you'll splita gut
when you hear the punch line)
Well,
come on guess,...l'm
not going any further until you
guess. What was that, .did you
say Ronald Reagan?
Do you mean Ronald Reagan the
governor or Ronald Reagan the
actor? Well it doesn't really
matter cause it wasn't him. That
was a stupid guess, (thats OK, I
won't hold it against you, it isn't
important, whats important is that
pg3.is almost filled)
Anyway, it was the president
of a well known soft drink
manufacturer (I can't mention the
name for legal reasons. It's not
that I don't want to. You understand don't you? I hope so.)
Anyway he told this lady, (you
remember her don't you? 3 kids?
Scrubs floors? Yeah, that's the
one. Atta boy.) that she had won

drag racing?
3. What year did Steve McQueen
finish second at the Sebting 12

hour?
4. How tall are you?
5. How about going out fora beer?
6. Do you like truffles? Sugar
Beats? Leather? Creamed Corn?
Haggis?
7. Have you seen my impression of
James Cagney? Humphrey
Bogart? .
8. What price Liberty?
9. Have you heard the one about
the armadillo and the Prussian?
10. Explain Einstein's theory of
relativity or count your toes and
give each one a name.

?
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Answers
O

BJ

o

P-

Q. BJ

start over, maybe the children
could even go to college so they'd
never know another "hungry night
again. Everything depended on the
question the man on the other end
of the phone was about to ask.
Slowly, hesitantly, the fateful
interogative reached her anxious
ear. "What does "cafe au lait"
mean in english?" Without
hesitation she answered. In
faultless english and with the
confidence of leopard about to
spring on an easy and un-

.

1

suspecting prey, she replied, "It is

a restaurant for bullfighters."
What did I tell you. Wasn't that
hilarious. Imagine someone being
that'dumb. I could have made it
into a Newfie joke but that would
have been really mean to anyone
from Newfoundland who was
reading it. (Assuming he was one
of the ones who could read.) Well I
hope you liked this. Everyone up
here in the Cord office went nuts
over it. You should have seen
them. We laughed our asses off for
almost half an hour. Far out.
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munch on it
1. How long did JohnLennon race
sports cars?
2. How long was Frank Zappa in

$100,000 in one of their contests and

it was all her's, tax free, if she
could answer a skill testing
question. For once in her life
someone had given her a break.
Now maybe she and the kids could
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Robe. Thompson, ex-socred turned Tory recently played
to a packed house in 2CB to do his world famous panda bear
imitation.
Thompson, an impressionist from 'way back' has long
toured political meetings across the country demonstrating
his amazing talents. This was however, the first time he
performed for a non-political group of people, if indeed such
exists.
During his act, Thompson plays Oh, Canada on the air
horns, which hefolio*' el by standing on a beach ball holding
an umbrella, or as it is more commonly known, 'The Bear on
Parasol routine".

Would Ye j
• like entre to a. management career?
• like to take some more university courses?
• like to get a Master's degree?
• like to have some money too?

Then investigate the

co-op

EM\

McMaster University's Faculty of Business now has a
new option for students interested in obtaining an
AABA degree in the CO-OP option; students alternate
between four month periods of study and four month
periods of relevant, paid work experience. The job
opportunities are arranged by the Faculty of
Business. Admission is open to those who have proved
potential and commitment sufficient to complete a
demanding program. Graduates of any discipline can
apply. For information about a course that is both
academically and financially satisfying, send us this
coupon. Full and part-time programs are also offered.

TO:

Name
Address
City

Assistant to the Dean
School of Business
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
LBS 4AA4

—

University attending

When?

,

—

:

Province
Degree expected

Please send me details
about your MBA program
( > Cooperative
( ) pun tj me
I ) Part ime

—
■
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—
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WLU is like ho other university in the world.

Well, not exactly like no other university in the world,

because thereare other universities like it, but not very many;
and most of them are outside the country, that is to say, this
country but not the country they are in. In any case, in this
country, there are very, very few universities which resemble
this university in any respect, unless you are talking about
sheer size only in which case there are a small handful of
universities which are just about the same size but not
exactly, most of them being bigger or smaller.
1 Perhaps then, it would be more correct to say that this
university is unlike any other university in Ontario, as most of
the aforementioned universities which are reasonably close in
size to this one are in far off parts of the country. However,
strictly speaking this is not as true as it used to be, if indeed it
ever was, as there are at least two universities in this
province, to say nothing of other provinces, and totally
disregarding other countries, which are just-about the same
size; but not exactly, being, as mentioned above, either
bigger or smaller.
But, we may say unequivocably, or so close as to make no
difference, that this university is like no other university in
Waterloo. By this we mean that there are some similarities
but not many, ignoring such glaring factors as location.
But this does not stop the administration of this school
from saying that there is no university in the world like WLU.
Now, of course, if they're going to start nit-picking they can
get down to some really fine fine points like no other
university in the world is situated on this piece of/land. And
no other university in the world has exactly the same studenf
body. This is not as true as it used to be although administration sources will not, at present, reveal why.
But where does this leave us, the students of this university?

Well, for one thing we can regard ourselves as unique
individuals, no matter what type of propaganda the- ad-

ministration may try to throw at us, especially the czars of
finance Giesbrecht and Bilyea. Just because we look alike,
e.g. wearing the same clothes,-hairdoos and we will all
probably become insurance salesmen. Well, 1 ask you, does
this mean we're all alike. Of course not, because we're different from each other.
But, when we get down to it, the administration attitude
toward us has meant a lot of deprivation and now if s time for
a change, namely, changing the way this place is run.
The administration tells us this place is the only one of its
kind. Well, regardless of this, and regardless of what they say
about us being all the same, we are not, and when the
revolution comes we are going to see that they get what they
deserve, like a meal card in the dining hall, and going to dull
boring classes .and doing all the dull boring things that
students do like type this editorial and write a really stupid
newspaper with a silly name...Cord...do you believe that.
They call a newspaper The Cord. Who knows what that
means? What a really stupid name for a newspaper..not only
that, a newspaper that doesn't realh/ print news because they
make up everything they put into it...Do you believe it? You,
the discerning student. Well anyway, it's not as stupid a name
as Torque Room. That's even worse because there are at least
rumours about what the Cord means, but, like I tell you, I
have never even heard anything about the Torque Room.
Rooney tells me he knows but now he's forgotten because he
learned it in a dream. Who's going to believe that. Not me.
Anyway, he's for the birds.
Anyway, I have to sit around in this office with dull, pseudo
pretentious people and I'm not even a student here so fu...n,
fun, fun! Thafs what it's all about fans.
Yes, you naked nebbishes, it's Edsel Firenza back again.
The silly poofter who was writing his frustrations onto the
paper of typing (direct French translation) hasn't got the
gumption to do what he needs to. Take off his clothes. I am
writing this naked. Do not streak until this weather warms up,
at least do not streak here. If you want to streak somewhere
where it is warm then do so but don't streak here. I would also.
like to announce that the lads who streaked Frank Peters a
while ago were showing remarkable stuff, and a lot of courage
as well. Schultz is coming to finish the pouf's piece so ta ta
from Firenza!
ck it, I'm going to quit.
Dave Schultz

operative.

letters

Who pulls
the strings?

The Cord Weekly is published by the
Student Board of Publications of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Editorial
Opinions are independent of the
University, Students Administrative
Council and the Board of
Publications. The Cord is a member
of the Canadian University Press co-

Fred Youngs
Henry Hess
Rob Christopher
Rick Campbell
Pal Bush
Blair Mullin

What about

us,

huh?

As a concerned student of this
school who also happens to be an
athlete I must ask why people
consistently argue over the good of
having students participate in
athletic events, namely such
games as football and hockey.
It is easily to be seen by even the
blindest of students that here at
this school athletics makes
everybody feel more a part of
things than that they normally
would. Not only this, athletics,
namely football, bring a lot of
prestige to WLU and to the Hawks
as they are known. For example,
who would even know about this
school if we did not win the Ontario
championship last year in football.
Dear Mr. Editor, I have even
read in the Cord that the school
spends more money on the athletic
complex and on athletics than on
books for the library or scholarships. So? What is the purpose of
the university. We already have a
nice big library and lots of
teachers and things, but we do not
have many teachers in the athletic
department. There are only three
teachers. We also have a lot of
books in the library already, so
why do we need more. I bet a lot of
books only get used twice a year at
the most. Some basketballs get
used almost every day. As for
scholarships, everyone should pay
his own way through school like I
do. And why should somebody get
money just because he is smart.
We are supposed to be well
rounded men, and most of those
smart people on scholarships can't
even throw a football, must less
tackle anybody. No sir, they are
not well rounded.
Well Mr. Editor, I hope that I
have stopped some of the bad
feelings that some people around
here have been having lately about
athletics at WLU. As an athlete I
must say we are pretty good guys

■P||sgpra
International
Cartels

even if some of those so-called
'smart' people don't like 14s. Like I
said before, we bring a lot of fame
to the school, so if you guys want to
have a school with fame, then
you'd better like us.
A athlete

Spit

it out, son

It has often, well, not often, but
sometimes, oh allright, every now
and then, well, if you must know,
twice a month, no not quite twice,
I'd say closer to once and maybe in
a good month twice, (in an exceptional month three times,) but,
back to the point of this, I will, for
the sake of argument say, once a
month, because, you see, I have
never really considered the
frequency, no, that's a lie, a few,
no, not a few, a c0up...., wait,
before I get in over my head again,
about
let
me
think
it,
sorry
to take so long, while, I would say
that occasionally, yes, that's it,
occasionally, no, maybe occasionally is too strong, infrequently but at regular intervals
is better, but rather nebulous, I
would have to, I would be compelled by the truth to say, it forces
me to say, well let's not be all too
quick, haste makes waste mind
you, but in the end, all in all, I think
that, well now I don't mean to
sound harsh, not harsh, but stern,
criticizing, constructively as you,
well not really you, but die saying
says, Oh, ok, sometimes, but not
always or at regular intervals,
you, not all, just a few, (who know
who they are) well, only one or
two, eh bien, him, he is too wishy
washy and never takes a stand.
Well, that's all I have to say, well
not exactly ALL, but a good portion.

Yours Truly, (I guess)

Yeahso's

your

mother

Dear editor:
All right, you guys, you're really

"THE VOICE OF PEACE'

going to get it this time. You're
probably so apathetic that you
aren't even reading this letter. All
year I've been sitting up here in
the enclaves of the SAC offices,
and believe me, I know what
apathy is all about. For one thing,
what happened to beanies? I
remember when I was in first
year, why we'd have our beanies
on all the time, wouldn't scarcely
take them off to go to the movies,
let alone to bed, pardon the expression. What do we get now?
"Involvement". Horse-feathers!
Going to concerts has all the excitement of watching grass grow,
and no, I don't mean that kind.
Sitting on your tushy in a SAC
meeting is also my idea of useless,
kinda like pissing in the St.
Lawrence, if you catch my drift,
baby.

,

Another thing that really burns
me is the way the Cord, and I do
mean you, keep harping on the
problem of "apathy" when all you
really want is a few hapless souls
to do your dirty work for you while
you get all the glory. Is this the sort
of thing that really picks this
campus up? No, I say, and no
again! In the immortal words of
that famous student of this in-

stitution, who shall remain
nameless so that you don't drag his
name into the dirt merely by
printing it, ah...well I forget
exactly what it was he said, but
you know what I mean. I mean,
what ever happened to panty
raids, eh? What is this, are we
going to just sit here in men's
residence drinking Coke like a
bunch of dummies, or are we going
to get dressed up in ridiculous
costumes, and go over to good ol'
WR and act like a bunch of dummies? Well? And you'd better print
this, too, and if you do, you're in a
lot of trouble, because I don't take
"go away" for an answer.
Yours in anger,
Morty
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Opinion and Comment
Right Stinking

Madness in the Indian Ocean
incompetent in administration and
unwilling to listen to advisors and
experts. In the face of threats of a
coup d'etat over the increasing
misery of the people and the accompanying
unrest, Ffalla
resigned in 1961. His cousin, Prince
Kilmet was installed as Regent

by Robert K. Rooney
Probably the newest trouble spot
on this troubled globe has been

relatively ignored by the media in

the past year. The island of
Utrobia in the Indian Ocean may
become the latest site for big
power rivalry.
Utrobia was granted independence in 1957 by Great
Britain in response to increasingly
bloody rioting. Prince Ffalla, the
heir to the throne was declared the
King of Utrobia after his father
was discredited because of his tooeager cooperation with the British
in years past. Britain maintained
responsibility for Utrobian defense
until the withdrawal from 'East of
Suez' in the late 19605. Prince
Ffalla, the great hope of the
Utrobian people, proved to be

until Ffalla's son Trolewn was of
age. This was due to some rather
complicated religious and political
succession laws which need not be
gone into. Suffice it to say that the
religion of Utrobia is a mixture of
Zoroastrianism and Shintoism and
forbids anyone but a direct
descendent of Joktu, the legendary
founder of the Utrobian people
from occupying the throne.
The Utrobian Archipeligo is
composed of nine islands of
varying sizes. Since the island of
Utrobia is the largest in both area
and population, it is the one which
is most often referred to. The
population are a blend of the
various peoples which have
dominated the Indian ocean at one
time or another. Their religion is
believed to have been spread by
the ancient Persians, who "when
they were finally destroyed, left
remnants of their civilization here
and there. The Parsees of India
are one such remnant and the
Utrobians are another, but with

an interesting addition. In the
war of the Sea of Japan in 1697
against the pirates which then

inhabited it, large numbers of
prisoners were taken. The
European allies (Holland, Britain
and Portugal) decided on the way
back that their provisions would
not last all seventeen ships of the
fleet. They put all of the captured
pirates onto one ship and pointed
them in the general direction of
home. The buccanneers landed in
Utrobia and after some, initial
trouble, merged with the
population. Thus we have the
synthesis that is Utrobia.
At present the population is
divided into two separate groups,
the vast majority of the population
are Utrobian, that is a mix of the
ancient Persian and Arab strains
with some of the blood of the
pirates in their veins. There is a
minority of substantially the same
stock who differ in religion. The
feud is almost incomprehensible to
one not versed in the religions of
the East. Nonetheless, it is as
bitter as the Catholic-Protestant
rivalry in Ireland. A compromise
of the nineteenth century put most
of the Atar-Utrobians (the
dissenting minority) on the second
biggest island in the chain, Zanil.
Under the British, a certain

amount of autonomy was granted
the occupants of Zanil, but independence brought calls for total
independence from Utrobia and
riots in 1958and 1962. The last were
crushed using the Utrobian Royal
Guard and a number of people
were killed.
The source of the present trouble
internationally however boils
down to the usual two things. Oil
and bases are coveted by both
sides and they are willing to go to
any lengths to get them. The
United States has been stepping up
arms sales to Regent Kilmet as
well as supplying aid and some
technical civilian personnel.
The Soviets have picked up the
option of the Zanilians under their
new leader, Prince Ffalla. The
Prince (or ex-King) adopted the
Atar variation of the faith after his
abdication and apparently feeling
that half a loaf (or archipelago) is
better than none, is leading the
Zanilian Liberation Front. His
startling incompetence in administration was misperceived as
an unwillingness to interfere in the
lives of his subjects by the people
of Zanil. They assumed that they
were left to govern themselves
because of good will on the part of
Ffalla rather than realizing that
the entire archipeligo was without

an effective administration for
much of his reign.

The Soviet aid has been largely
under the table, some AtarZanilian 'comrades' being trained
in revolutionary

techniques in

Cuba and some arms being
dispensed to harass the government. Because of the thick bush on
Zanil, it has proved possible to
start a fledgling guerrilla war.
The problem is that Zanil is the
possessor of the only natural
harbour in the archipeligo and
therefore the only suitable place
for a naval base. Recent
discoveries of oil around the
islands have increased their worth
to the Superpowers.
Regent Kilmet has declared
himself unwilling to make war on
the Zanilians but he will not let the
island go because of the leader.
Ffalla has demanded complete
independence under the absolute
rule of the ZLF. Indications were
last week that renewed fighting
could break out at any time. It
could be another Vietnam in the
making, except for the dangerous
naval concentrations mustered by
both the USA and the USSR. Both
US Marines and Soviet Naval
Infantry are reported ready and
eager to jump in to forestall an
enemy move.

Papal Bull

Bill the Bomber
lots more. We could expect a
downward trend in world trade.
This is a minor point compared to
the potential advances we can
expect in such areas as
regenerative surgery, slum
clearance, pollution control and
innumerable other humanitarian
fields of research. (That's from the
Handbook too.)
Another thing. I can't forget my

by Ken Pope
Dynamite. Say it again. Slowly.
Dynamite. Sounds kind of nice,
doesn't it. Rolls off the tongue real
easy. Lots of people don't know it
but explosives are a man's best
friend. Where would we be without
them? Back in the Dark Ages,
that's where!! The discovery of
gunpowder and its amazing
properties heralded the birth of the
Renaissance; it started our
forefathers on the road to world

warfare with a bang. (And we all
know the multiplicity of spin-off
technological benefits we have
received from the international
conflagrations) At least that's
what it says in my Bomber's

Handbook.
It amazes me to think that
supposedly smart politicians
would, back off from using the Big
One because of a few bad side
effects. Sure, big business might
lose a few bucks, but they've got

old Dad's words to me as a child.
"A hot flame burns clean, son"
he'd say. Maybe if times were
tough for awhile, and only the
fittest survived, some of those
social parasites would be pushing
up daisies. I mean leeches like
people on welfare and in mental
institutions. What do they give
back to society anyway, that's
what I'd like to know? A good, big
war might give humanity the push
it needs right now to get out of the
degenerate rut it's stuck in.
There's no room for perverts in my
bomb shelter. And there's a

Continued from page 2
were prepared for it, or that they
merely adapt more readily.)
During the Long years since the
arrival of the first boat-loads of
naive settlers, Canadians have
been forced to endure in silence the
jibes and taunts of more astute or
fortunate ex-Britons. Most vocal
are the Australians, who claim to
have known all along about the
unfortunate geographical and
meteorological situation -oT
Canada. (They may be correct:
Ex-cons are notoriously difficult to
deceive.) TheCanadian<reaction to
all of this has been to move as far

to the south as was possible and to
attempt to disguise themselves as
Americans. They patterned their
lifestyle after that of the
Americans, and constructed their
economy on the same model.
(Some claim that they gave their
economy to the Americans to
construct, thinking to save
themselves the trouble.) The
result has been that Canadians
have never emerged as a distinctive nationality in the way in which
the Australians, Americans or
Rhodesians have. Canada is
vaguely known as providing the
northern boundary to the U.S., in

addition to varying amounts of
water, petroleum and electricity.
Canadians are even more vaguely
known as beings in the process of
evolving into Americans.
If we are ever to escape this
process of assimilation, it is time
that we reconciled ourselves to the
deceptions of the past and accepted the fact that Canada is not,
and never will be, a tropical
paradise. We must fulfill the
destiny that our forefathers were
too traumatized to accept.
Renouncing balmy beaches, palm
trees and dancing girls in grass
skirts, we must resolutely turn our

shotgun beside the inner door in
case they try something.
Like I said, only the best will
survive. You can bet that I for one
am prepared to be around when
the lights come back on. I've got
food and water for six weeks and
plenty of guns and amo. In case I
get bored I've got my wife. And a

deck of cards.
Don't think I forgot about
helping to preserve our knowledge
and culture. I've got a complete
1956 Funk and Wagnall encyclopedia set and all the back
issues of Popular Mechanics I
could find. I thought about taking
the Bible but I figured my bound
copies of the Plain Truth would be
more practical.
Who knows, maybe all that
radiation will make our weather
nicer. I hear it's pretty hot. I figure
a couple of bombs on Toronto and
London would make the temperature just right in Waterloo.
Just think how great it would be if

faces to the north; to the forests,
the permafrost and the polar
bears. We must dispel the illusion
that we are merely Americans who
haven't quite arrived yet by turning our backs on Americanized
cities, cars and hamburgers.
Inuvik must replace Ottawa, and
the outer reaches of Baffin Island
replace the suburbs of Toronto.
Nor should anyone think that
only hardship and toil would result
from such a move. It would, on the
contrary, carry with it untold
benefits. No longer would the WFL
present a clear and present dangerto a hallowed Canadian institution.

we got rid of all this snow and rain.
And if Lady Luck smiled on us we
might wind up witha new mutation
of the human species, Homo
Supersapiens. What a kick in the
evolutionary pants that would be!
(The Handbook again.) I've
thought of controlled bombing in
the under-developed countries so
we'd know more about what would
happen along thatline. (They can't
go much further back, and they
wouldn't be this far along if it
wasn't for our foreign aid, right?
They owe us something!) We sure
missed a golden opportunity to try
a few things in Viet Nam.
Enough of wishful thinking. How
did I get sidetracked anyway?
There's work to do. I have to get
this package up to the Cord office
before 5:27. Somebody has to show
those pinko bastards they can't
write commie editorials like that
and get away with it in a free
country.

Such problems as Americanization
of the economy and inflation would
disappear as if by magic.
Everyone would be fully employed
in the struggle for existence, and
any social inequalities would be
natural ones and not the result of
artificial stratification.
The time has clearly come when
it is the duty of all loyal Canadians
to acknowledge and accept their
destiny. Grasping our future firmly in one hand, and our favorite
hockey stick in the other we must
turn our faces northward and go to
find Canada. It must be out there
somewhere!?
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Nonylphenaxypolyethoxyethanol
Once again, Wilfrid Laurier
University has had the opportunity
to be the host of another fine
speaker,and once again I have had

the pleasure of attending the
lecture and interviewing this interesting gentleman. Mr. John C.
Krenchia, an associate professor
of the Sociology Department at
UTA, spoke to a large audience
here last Tuesday about the
present disturbing and interesting
situation in Tollingsgate, West
Virginia.
It seems Krenchia said, that
regardless of rulings against of-

programme Managers) should
have realized the vast majority of
young children, at the most impressionable ages, would have
easy access to their television sets
during the hour in which the
programme is aired. This time
from 5:00 to 5:30 is a very tender
time.
Krenchia is attempting in these
lectures across Canada and the US
of A to shed some light on this
situation, and make clear this
sticky problem.

Nonylphenoxypolyethooxyethanol is a vaginal contraceptive, a
chemical in a foam base that is
very,effective in the prevention of
pregnancy. It is marketed in a
pressure,
container
under
somewhat like those used for
shaving cream, and it is this
similarity that wasthe cause of the
initial problem that presented
itself in the Tollingsgate community. The manufacturers of the

fensive material on television, a
local station in that area has
been running a controversial
programme on human conception
and its social implications. Appropriately called, "What We
Should Know About Nonlyphenoxypolyethoxethanol", this
programme delves into areas
where once even a middle-aged
obstetrician wouldfear to tread. In contraceptive, or the people in
any case, this unoffensive charge of the packaging and
chemical has created such an marketing of this product, had no
uproar in the Tollingsgate area idea that popular shaving cream,
is a popular play
that Mr. John C. Krenchia has Gillette Foamy
item for youngsters. Carelessness,
made it his personal duty to rein leaving the spermicide out in the
educate the world about its effects
open and the contraceptive
apparent
and
misuse in the home. company's
facility in employing
Nonylphenoxypolethoxyethanol
the television medium as an
is a very powerful spermicide that educational vehicle, has lead to a
has been employed in the fervent rather interesting and for some, a
crusade against
unwanted somewhat amusing predicament.
pregnancy. That is one thing that Since
this chemical was marketed,
we
should
.know
about parents have had difficulty exNonylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol.
plaining to their children that
Doubtless there are several other although it might be extremely fun
important facts we should know to play with, these containers in
about this chemical, there is no Mr. Krenchia's own words,
denying that. But according to Mr. "...are not toys!"
Krenchia, and I have to agree with
As a result, not only were large
him, television is no place, for any quantities of the chemical abused
reason, to educate the public about but some strange side
effects have
this type of contraception, or any been observed that create
kind for that matter.
tremendous social problems.
Mr. Krenchia feels he is Because of television's taking
speaking for all the disgruntled advantage of too lenient cenparents in the Tollingsgate area sorship rulings, a subject that
that regardless of the benefits the should have remained in the
community might reap from such bedrooms
of residents of
a programme, the unabashed Tollingsgate, West Virginia, has
graphics and sometimes tasteless been exposed and brought right out
camera work have been upsetting into the open.. .in the streets,
some of the community's playgrounds, and even the most
(the

youngsters.

"They

I ncredulous students gather to hearthe wonders ofmiracle drag.
sacred

of all places, the
schoolyards! Krenchia is disturbed
mat .this sort ofthingwill get out of
hand, and in the near future other
"accidents" may happen. "Today
the foam, tomorrow what?" I
appreciate Mr. Krenchia's concern of our and the children of
Tollingsgate's condition, but I bad
to ask why befelt it was necessary
to begin his lecture tour hoe in

Waterloo.

Obviously the problem is a
localized one. In reply, after a
moment of deepthought, Krenchia

that
as North
Americans weare all in tins thing
together. He feds it is Ins mission
in fife not only to enlighten the
people of.North America against
the dangers ofbirth control, but to

remarked

promote a healthy and

«miahW»

relationship between what he calls

"the two greatest countries in the
world."
We mustrespect Mr. Krenchia's
concern about the Canadian
contraceptive problem, of course,
but in thefinal analysis most of us
Canadians were unaware of such a

problem existing here at all.
Krenchia was shocked at this
remark and with a grave look on
hisface replied that, "in any case,
when it comes to these birth
control problems, an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of
cure." On tins note our discussion
was terminated, and I rushed
home to ponder these somewhat
curious words. In any case thank
you Mr. Krenchia for letting us
know the security that comes with
knowing that you and your country
areconcerned about our problems.

Death in residence
One of the best-kept secrets of
the last week has been unearthed
by the Cord staff. It is a deep

secret in Administration circles
that a student was brutally bored
to death inLittle House on Friday
night.

The deceased, Doug Stevens, a
second year business student, was
found lying amidst a pile of Cord
Weeklies by bis room-mate, wham'
we shall not identify. The roommate returned from an evening's
drinking to find the remains of
Stevenson, who appeared to have
succumbed after a short struggle.

Without tonrhing the body, he
informed the don, who called the
police. \
The police called the ad-

ministration before r*mm£ on
campus, as is standard procedure.
The administration apparently
requested that no sirens be
sounded and that plainclothes be
worn by the police. In addition, all
members of the floor have been
sworn to secrecy under Section 187
oftiie Criminal Code. Only a longstanding friendship with a
member of the floor has enabled

the Cord to. get tins news.

Speculation about the cause of

the murder centres around the

wallet of the deceased, which was

empty- Apparently, the deceased

was asked to go out drinking in the
same party with his room-mate,
but declined due to lack of funds.
The university officials are
obviously covering this event with
a blanket of security. Their
reasoning would appear to be that
a rumour about actually dying of
boredom on campus would
seriously decrease freshman
applications for' the coming year.
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Will it take you from door to door
looking for an opening? Searching for a
chance to practice all that you've learned?
We have openings. And we need
your talents.
With your degree you can join the
Canadian Forces as a Lieutenant. From
then on your experience and qualifications
can take you just about anywhere. You'll
work with some of the most sophisticated
equipment in the world. We offer you
security, advancement, travel, a satisfying
and fulfilling life where you can not only
practice your skills, but do something
worthwhile with them.
It all depends upon what you want to
do with your degree.
We have an answer. Think about it
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Seven already, and the alarm goes
off, as it is the wont of alarms to do.
lgnominus weighs the prospects of a
boring eight o'clock stats class against
an extra hour of lying in bed and
pretending to sleep. It is no contest.
He gets up, resets the alarm for eight,
and falls back into bed.
On second thought, (the best kind
under most circumstances and the
only valid kind when nursing a cottonball head) psych at nine isn't worth
much either on a Wednesday . Breakfast ends at nine-thirty, but the ladies

mechanic, a good mechanic, the
Mole mixes coffee, tomato juice, and
milk. Into this, he pours a fine powder
of cracker crumbs, stirs lightly, and
drinks . Well, who knows, maybe
there's something in it, as he seems to
be the onJy one capable of deriving
any satisfaction from the meals here.
All right, here goes. I haven't got
much to work with, mind you, but I
guess you have to start out small
before you can hope to reach the Big
Time. First, the raw materials . Orange
juice, a muffin, coffee, tea, and the

Don't sign your life away, it's the only one you've got
never leave until about quarter-to, so
if it takes five minutes to get dressed,
four to brush the scum off the inside
of my mouth, and two to get over to
the dining hall, I can leave it ~ntil
nine-thirty or so . Better leave five, ten
minutes as a safety margin, so
lgnominus gets up again, and resets
the alarm for nine-twenty.
Five minutes later, or so it seems,
the alarm goes off again . Click! and
the insipid music comes out of the
radio which is connected to the
mechanism. Loud! Of course, for
when I was listening to the radio last
night, they were using night broadcasting power, and this is the day,
although there is a vocal minority
which maintains that the sun rises at
noon. Not a bad theory, but only in
the groggy morning can one be
convinced of such a bold proposition,
and these theorists are, by definition,
still in bed .
Ah, yes, and today is also special
for the all-time record, personal
experience division, for continued use
of one pair of jeans . Celebrate with
wearing of a clean shirt, brasphemy,
as increased circulation of clothes is
something regretted on wash day . I'll
be a hit in the dining hall .
Here
s and by dint of terrific
personal charm, lgnominus coaxes a
muffin and six glasses of orange juice
out of the ladies on the line, Vitamin
C you know . Sorry, that is too many
items, you lose a glass of juice .
He's still l;!ere, the Mole, that is .
Hard to say exactly when he arrives,
but he's always in the dining hall
when lgnominus rolls in, which is
quite early at times. Must be nearing
the end of his meal, as there is very
little left on his tray . Slowly, like a

remains of a package of crackers in a
coat pocket. Pour the coffee into the
tea (never pour tea into coffee, or
_you'll get nitroglycerine); crumble
crackers firmly in left hand, or right
depending on your politics; gently stir
with an inverted spoon, pouring
orange juice slowly down the handle.
Dip the muffin into this mixture, and
eat it with your eyes closed. Terrible!
Must be due to guilt feelings, my
mother telling me never to play with
my food. I'd beat her on a
technicality; after you've played with
it, it's no longer food, right? I'm
hungry.
This time I really will go to class,
just for appearances, you know.
However,
the class
regularly
scheduled for this time will not be
attended, d
to
limited attention
span of the listener, and because once
in a class I'm supposed to attend, I
feel it incumbent upon me to at least
pay attention . No, I'll go to a class I'm
not supposed to attend .
1E1 . Looks like a first or second year
history class , think I'll just slip in and
see what's going on. Lord, it's a British
history course . He's talking about
Hadrian's wall! "Yes, indeed, once the
Roman's territory in the South of the
island was consolidated, they were
content to hold it against the threat of
the war-like tribes in the north . To this
end, they constructed Hadrian's Wall,
which, coincidentally, was named
after a well-known emperor who was
in power at the time. The
significance" . .. .. Phooey!
Why
doesn't anyone tell these poor
students the real reason for the
construction of Hadrian's Wall?
Everyone knows that Hadrian's Wall
was really constructed to keep the
Roman soldiers from going north and

getting drunk with the Picts, a tribe
which had developed the technique
of fermenting sprouted grain to truly
devastating effect. Some theoristsr
most of them on my floor, hold that
whiskey ("water of life" in Welsh) was
really the first form of central heating,
a necessity in the clammy climes of
northern England, but not in the
balmy, decadent regions of Italy,
from whence sprung the technology
of the Romans. In any case, for sheer
decadence, a sober Roman occupying
soldier couldn't hold a candle to a
drunk Roman occupying soldier,
hence Hadrian's Wall. Incidentally, it
is proposed in some circles that this
wall was really the prototype of
containing walls, like the Berlin Wall,
and in no way analagous to efforts like
the Great Wall of China, which was
actually a make-work project to keep
support for the ruling elite in China
among the unemployed in a
depressed region of the Empire, not to
be confused with the Empah, which is
solely a British phenomenon .
arid next day we'll talk about the
·m a es and differences between
the Great Wall of China, Hadrian's
Wall, and Stonehenge." Stonehenge?
Reminds me of the time we had a
guest lecturer in archeology, who
insisted that the Martians had built
Stonehenge because the Druids
couldn't possibly have got their rocks
up there . Actually, they didn't have
to; they carved the whole works out of
a big hill, and made it look like it was
erected .
Torque for a coffee . Beats me why I
pay a dime for this when I can get it
free in the Dining Hall, but when
you're desperate in the middle of the
morning, what can you do? No, can't
see anyone here I know, so I'll go sit in
the Concourse. Two possible choices
here; either on the wall outside the
Bookstore, or behind the Artworks
mounted on the folding panels .
Perhaps the inherent worthiness of the
artworks rubs off on the people who
sit behind their mountings, a great
topic for a Master's thesis .
The way the system works, the
worth of a thesis is based on several
things, the foremost being the
audacity of the proposal and the
closeness of the "fit" when the thing is
run through the almighty computer .
Standard deviations and R-squareds,
the twin pillars on which the fate of
any thesis rests . Not that it is easy ,

mind you, for a good fit with an
ambitious thesis is hard to come by.
For example, one could get a terrific
fit by regressing the movements of the
hands on a clock with the rising of the
sun, but everybody already knows
about that, so why bother? On the
other hand, one could tackle the real
problems of the day, whatever they
are, but without a quantifiable thesis,
one's job is made doubly difficult.
Could it be that there is a difference

D-.r

0

0.'0

,

man merely wise in his discipline? I've
got my thesis topic, what about you?
For whatever reason, there is,
indeed, a correlation, spurious though
it may seem, between the hour of
eleven-thirty and hunger pangs .
lgnominus vacates his seat behind the
Artworks, and heads down towards
the dining hall once again . The Line,
the Line, opens, and lgnominus is one
of the first ones through . The choice is
Something on a Bun and Fries, or
Undefined Stew . lgnominus, a
veteran, chooses a cheese sandwich
("How can they louse up a cheese
sandwich?") and a side order of fries .
In a vain attempt at filling his quota of
seven items without making himself
ill, he takes a dish of Leftover Ripple
ice cream, a chocolate bar, and an
extra glass of milk. Well, I tried. The
Mole, .ubiquitous, the litmus paper of
the Dining Hall, sits at his table
surrounded by his friends . Undaunted, he continues about his
work, an inspiration to all who wish
they could enjoy their food . Bearing
down to a difficult task, he prepares
to enjoy rhubarb pie, a tough case .
With awe-inspiring foresight, he has
left at his disposal some soup, half a
glass of milk, a good solvent that, and
some melted ice cream . Slowly, with
deep concentration, he mixes these
ingredients, then immerses the pie
into the resultant liquid . As if by
magic, he is able to turn the entire
mess into a smooth suspension, which
he then strains through his napkin into
the soup dish. Then he eats it, with
apparent enjoyment. Power to the
proteint After the dish of whatever,
the Mole then eats the napkin,
something akin to putting the bathwater to bed with the baby, I suppose.
There must be something in it, as he is
able to find entertainment in the
dining hall for hours a day. What can
you do with a cheese sandwich?
With the intake of lunch complete,
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Universe--allegory
that far. In a burst of furious activity,
he races through the journal indices
for the past ten years at record speed,
rather like gulping down eggplant
which
eat .... "it's good for you .... " when
you can't stand the taste enough to
tolerate a normal pace. This bulwark
overcome, and a list of eleven journal
articles in hand, the /neophyte rifles
the card catalogue for the call
numbers of the salient journals. Oh,
look, my hour's up. Must go to class.
Now, this is due on Monday; if I
research the journals on Friday, write
it up on Saturday, and type it on
Sunday, I get this evening off. So be
it.
1E1, and the place is packed. Must
be the beginning of a new section.
Never seen the professor before, or at
least it looks like the professor; they,
like the first year kids, get younger
every year. And now, before two
hundred skeptical students, this
hapless worthy is going to "tell you
why you think the way you do." Oh,
no? It's the beginning of the section
on political culture! "First of all, what
do your parents do for a living, eh?"
Yessir, my father does push papers for
a living . Certainly, I'm middle class.
What is this, guilt by association? And

~

to be in

lgnominus

-ary without
Even so, it
of time to
destination
himself in

lgnominus
to a j
asy reading
al thing
1
his last
I of ac~ disappears as
inus bec~~eustomed to
strange ~· Man is,
an a d - aeature The
of tensiol\,'-ever, brings
feelings • • doing any
So near andw•far Well, not
~ed

~
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'

my religion is my own business. Guess
it's not, he just made it an axis on his
diagram . Then on goes the third axis,
this guy's a real pro, three dimensional diagrams and all. I see, now
he's placing the political parties on
the diagram . I suppose he's going to
place all of us on the diagram now.
just as I thought, I don't fit in the·
diagram; I don't vote the right way.
Well, if the science has advanced this
far, why bother having elections? All
you'd really need is the class, race,
and religion profile of every member
of the constituency, and declare a
winner on form . Who needs this? I'm
leaving. No, I'm not .. "excuse me
sir, where do you think you're going?"
I'm leaving . I've heard all this before.
Prof turns to class . "Now I'm going to
tell you why leaving in the middle of a
class is a political action!" Really.
Immediately, I am classified with the
FlQ, bank robbers, and the like. I
wonder if it would make any difference in his analysis if I had known
beforehand that the lecture was not
worth coming to, and hadn't come?
What if my move was one based on

Cost-Benefit analysis, and I had
merely decided that my utility would
be enhanced by leaving the lecture in
the middle? Good lord, he's got three
boards filled with charts proving that
my action was political, symbolic,
systematic, and blatantly representative of an entire class of
students. He must do this every year,
give a boring lecture so some unfortunate will start out of his seat, and
then pounce on him. Come to think of
it, this lecture is still boring, and I'm
still leaving. Good-bye, sir, happy
' hunting next year . And you still
haven't told me why I think the way I
do. What's the fun in knowin~ that?
Free at last, lgnominus makes his
way to the Dining Hall as he has
programmed himself to do after this
class every week, this de_spite leaving
before the class is even half oyer. The
Dining Hall is predictably deserted,
not even the coffee machine is out;
more correctly, there are no students
in the Dining Hall, although the staff
carry on their tasks as if all is normal,
which it is, for them. After an interminable wait, pretending to study,
lgnominus sees the ladies bring out
the coffee machine, and after a trip to
the front (Russian), he returns to his
seat and pretends to study with a cup
of coffee. Aha, this time I'll see the
Mole as he comes out of the line.
Here he comes, tray loaded down
with FOOD, or something like it. After
watching him eat his salads with a
knife, his potatoes with a spoon, and
his soup with a fork, lgnominus loses
heart and succumbs to hunger pangs.
Dinner selection, such as it is, consists
of turkey dressing in pork gravy,
Bullshit Surprise, the Dining Hall
specialty . Cavalierly, knowing full
well that he will not eat it, lgnominus
chooses the latter . However, he does
manage to eke out a semblance o·
nutrition by loading up on triple fries,
legal due to the modern miracle of the
substitution system . Potatoes for the
people! After a diet like this, one
could die of nutrition upon eating a
truly square meal. As a matter of fact,
most of the food poisoning cases that
have occurred in the past few years
(the Age of Rationalization) have
happened on nights when there was
an extremely nutritious meal being
served, something not many p'e ople
realize. Apparently the administration
thinks that the embarassment of
"admitting" to food poisoning is less

than really admitting that the ambient
level of nutrition in the dining hall is
so low that people can get sick eating
real food. Of course, one of the
advantages of eating such rotten food
all the time is that one can eat junk
food (pizza, greas' t>UI'f1' ·s an• the
like) with continued impunity. Not
such a bad deal after all, thought
lgnominus as he poured his ice cream
over his french fries.
Due to an impending case of Coffee
Gutrot, lgnominus skipped the usual
sessions of caffeine procrastination
and headed up to the Games Room.
Must keep one's hand in, you know,
although I'm bound if I know why.
This ought to be good for at least an
hour, and for that time I am Minnesota Fats and Fast Eddie rolled into
one. Every time I miss a shot, I change
roles, and personalities. After an hour
Fats wins, and Fast Eddie has to pay,
too bad as losing would have looked
good on the Fat Man .
Why does my life revolve around
food? It doesn't really, although the
dining hall experience is somewhat
like that of eating chinese food, two
hours later you're hungry again. With
the Dining Hall, of course, it doesn't
quite work like that, because you
really haven't eaten anything, you've
merely put in time. In any case, any
job worth doing is worth doing right,
so instead-of going to the Torque for
mere filler, it's down to the real world

No comment

by Tom Garner

for a sub. It's always complain,
complain about finances, but if the
administration would invest the
money they have floating around, say
from undistributed student union
fees, in fast food franchises, they
could cancel tuition fees in three
years. Sort of like an export base
theory of growth; if the university
community as a whole sells more to
the outside world than it buys from
the outside world, it could enjoy
sustained (from within) growth. The
sovereign state of WlU! Instead of
merely leasing extra housing to
augment residences when West Hall,
sorry, MacDonald House, is sacrifi1:ed
to office space, the university could
buy the apartment and m'lke m
on he •al Can you imagine buying
shares in a university? "Cash in on the
profits to be made in the fastexpanding education biz", except that
the education biz is no longer fastexpanding,
nothing
modern
marketing techniques can't fix. Take
WlU Day, for instance . Where was
the TV coverage? Where were the
lavish press facilities? Why wasn't
somebody handing prospectuses?
They'd have to erect barriers to keep
them out, simply a matter of
decreasing supply to increase the
price. Something along the lines of
Hadrian's Wall, don't you think? Did I
ever tell you my theory about
Hadrian's Wall?

Thursday, April 4,
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Thursday 4
Pick-a-Mate Service, continues
all day. Participants will be
lined up along the walls in the

concourse. Selection is broad,

ranging from raunchy bums to
sophisticated snobs. Deviates,
please note, this agency will not
be responsible for any ensueing
paternity suits!
Pub, with Ima Dudd and the
Hairy Horkers, 12 pm-? On the
lawn in front of Conrad Hall.

'

Friday 5
SEX
DEMONSTRATION!!!
Watch a crayfish and a crab

attempt to sock it to one
another! The crab is bisexual!
2:30 in the Biology Lab. For
tickets see T. Mcintosh. All
proceeds go the the "K-W Home
for the Bewildered."

Add 3 jiggers of Manischewitz
Concord Wine, and fill with ginger
ale or club soda. Top with lemon
slice.Stir.
Manischewitz Party Punch
A knock-out. Dissolve %-cup
sugar in juice of 6 lemons. Add tray
of ice cubes, 1 bottle Manischewitz
Concord Wine and 1 bottle of club
soda. Stir gently until very cold.

I
JJ i I lJaS J-jJ J I r2

I

TO BE

Manischewitz Concord Wine is
or P eoP le wno f'nd tne taste °f
as
w ne aDOut as P'
smokers' tooth powder. Make
something of it. Like:
Maniscnewitz PurP |e Cow
stir together equal parts of
Manischewitz Concord Wine and
vodka. Serve on the rocks and add
a twist of lemon.

K\

Saturday 6
Weekly BEER DRINKING
COMPETITION AT THE LOO.
REWARDS AND PRIZES
WILL BE GIVEN BY THE

Manischewitz recipes, write
I'' Suite
800, 234 Eglinton East,
Toronto

JI

ATTENDANTS.

I

■

Sunday 7
Worship

Meeting, Place:
Church of the Unbelievers,
right cubicle of the library, 4th
floor women's washroom.
Time: 11:01.
Monday 8
Suicide Club Meeting, 4:00 pm
on the North SUB tower,
practice jumps will be held in
preparation for the mass jump

from the STACK, on April 13th.
Tuesday 9

Chuck Berry,
Jonathan Livingstone Seagull,
Larry Czonka, the Devil, and a
new group ARTIC POWER,
CONCERT,

NWT Eskimos using primitive
instruments to make new
sounds, They end their act by
smearing seal blubber over
themselves and let the appreciative audience lick it off.
Wednesday 10
O.D. DAY, specials at K-W and
St. Mary's Hospital for all
those arriving with smack

overdose, withdrawl symptoms
or a dose of the clap.

Submissions to To Be must be handed in no later
than 10 am Tuesday of the week of insertion. They
may be placed in the To Be slot in the Board of
Publications office

ff
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UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Prepare for a career in
Advertising
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in just one academic year
Students who have a B.A. or have completed at least one
yearyof a B.A. course may obtain Direct Entry into the
second year of the Journalism or the Advertising program
of Sheridan College (Oakville Campus).

Pizza Parlour & Spaghetti House

1
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From 11 cum. daily

Term begins in September.
For further information and application forms apply to:
j—

HBmW

«■

The Registrar
Sheridan College of Appljed
Arts and Technology
Trafalgar Road N.
Oakville, Ontario
Phone: Oakville: 845-9430 Toronto: 362-5861
Burlington: 632-7081
/

FREE DELIVERY
On Campus

or
Journalism

J

j

\

v

PARKDALE
PHARMACY
Parkdale Plaza
Albert & Hazel Sts.
&

OPEN

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK till 9 pm
SUNDAYS 12 NOON till 9 pm.

Post Office Hours: Mon. thru Sat 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

DELIVERY AT NO CHARGE TO YOU

PHONE 884-3860
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DisC
The History of the World's Music
for the Discerning Listener; the
Original Artists, K-tel K-0874
Not of the usual like from the Ktel plant, this record, rather this
work of art, is possibly the most
profound statement on music since
Days of Future Passed, or Old
Blue Eyes is Back, both of which
were considered to be the best
music ever by the discerning
listeners of today. But K-tel has
offered us something so brilliant in
conception, ambition, taste and
vibrant life that these two
masterpieces of yesterday pale in
direct comparison and analogy.
Understandably, in a history of
the music of the world, there will
be discrepancies. Why is the
Etruscan monk chant of 683 included, when obviously it is
nowhere near as good as the
Sisters of Utrobia's musical interpretation of the Book of
Genesis? Why Beethoven over
Hans Kramer? Why did they
choose to have Clifford Irving
reading a Shakespearean sonnet
over the Boston Pops led by Arthur
Fiedler? These are just a few of
the questions that crop up in the
discerning listener's mind, but
they are inevitable in a work of this
magnitude. It is on the whole, the
best record ever, and surely holds
justification for K-tel's previous
evils.
Side one though interesting, is
none the less dispensable in a few
words. It is a grand interpretation
of the music of the neandrithal
man, of course not performed by
the original artists, it is done by an
unidentified musician. The only
thing about it is that it is really
reminiscent of the music of Grand
Funk Railroad.
Side two gets down to the real
meat of the matter. It is entitled
the Music of Religion. It opens with
a Roman orgy song sung in Italian
by the virtuoso Luis Prima and is
followed by Maria Callas singing a
performance of Stirling magnitude
that will leave the discerning
listener breathless in amazement.
Nary a word describes this piece
and I shall entertain no thoughts of
talking about it, as saying
anything, even the smallest of
compliments does not come near
to Ms Callas and her beauty, we
need not speak of it any more, as
you really can't describe it, it is
that good.
The rest of the side is devoted to
Christianity, which I question as to
its importance, seeing it is a minor
religion compared to that of

druidism. The Druids were true
musical masters. They were on the
level of Chuck Berry or Bach, at
least, and then some. Their music
is represented by the singularly
great "Sun-god sing" which is
performed here by Alberto Vesco.
It has a snappy beat and is quite
hummable, but the lyrics are a
real stand out: "Sun god sing/sing
Sun god/ your legs are big/your
arms bigger/you've got such a
good figger." The lyrics were
translated by Albert Ascari for Ktel. The discerning listener will
realise that this is merely a
representation of what could have

truly representative of what
should be. The less said the better.
It is fortunate that it happened to
Bach who was a musical midget
compared to Beethoven. We get
the best of Beethoven here, with
Leonard Bernstein leading the
New York Symphony in a medley
of the Big Bopper's symphonies. It
opens with seven seconds of the
fifth, and it is well that he kept this
to a minimum as it is easily

Beethoven's worst. Bernstein
leads his band through a torrid
paced version of the second, third,
fourth, sixth, seventh, eighth and
ninth, culminating in his
Halleleuia chorus.
Mozart is next up and he is, as
usual, pretty hot stuff. Again it was
recorded live, in Detroit at Cobo
Hall.
Side four is a collection of music
from seventeenth and eighteenth
century. Really it isn't that exciting, in fact it is quite dull, really
dull, so dull in fact, that I fell
asleep. I slept through to the next
day and when I woke up I had a
headache, because the record
didn't reject and all night long I
heard click-click-click-click- as the
needle hit the rejection band, so I
hate this side, because my head
hurt so much that I spilt my cup of
coffee all over the dog and burnt it
badly. Beware, don't listen to this
side, because if you do bad things
will happen and you will hurt your
dog.

Side six consists of national
included
here, including the national anthem of Woodstock Nation, from
the album. "God Save the Queen"
as done by Deep Purple is a real

anthems. Fifteen are

knicker kicker that will leave the
discerning listener in a state of
shock. If that isn't enough, Ella
Fitzgerald performing "God Bless
America" will certainly upshoot

the recruitment of Americans into
the Marines and then some. The
Russian is dull, something like
French dressing without the
French. "O Canada" is a good
version of a good national anthem

for a mediocre country on a fair to
average continent in this rather
mediocre planet in what could be
described as the singularly best
universe anywhere, a universe
which leaves the discerning
astronomer belittled by its immense size.

In between sides four and six
comes, by natural progression,
and all laws of logic, except those
practiced by the NCLC, comes side
five and side five is a real burner...the revolutionary side. Songs
of the political period. Broken

down into three areas we have

three twentieth century periods.
The first is the depression period,

featuring Woody Guthrie and
others of his type. The discerning
listener will realise that these
people were probably so hungry
that they didn't have time for
songs and stuff, and they were only
being
exploited by some
unscrupulous record company

executive who had a car when they
had no food and John Steinbeck
was right you know, so why buy
this record even if it is as good as I
say because thereare people dying
to save you from Rockefeller and
we'll all be in concentration camps

or more in about two months or
less, if we don't act now.
The second part is "Hits of the
Blitz." From 1939 to 1945 all the

stuff is here. "Praise the Lord and
Pass the Ammunition", that soul
stirring spiritual is the best...lt has
all the never say die, for Winnie,
King and country, fighting on the
beaches, kill the Nazi buggers
spirit of the English that we have
come to know and love.
The third part is the Cold war
period and it is really fine and the
discerning listener will fully
realize the impact of this only
when Rockefeller has taken over

and we're all in concentration
camps and Jean Marchand and
behavioral psychologists run this
country. The time has come to
act!!!!
Side seven is given over to
muzak and is really bland in the

<;f.t your bachelor of education decree

by Fred Youngs

true form of Muzak. Here you can
hear terribly dull versions of "The
Theme from Love Story, itself a
dull song, a sickly version of "My
Sweet Lord" and hundreds of other
terribly bad songs that comprise
the most exhausting collection of
Muzak ever.
Side eight is the sidereserved for
Hollywood and Cecil B. Demille
would be proud. Cabaret, Gone
With the Wind, The Sound of
Music, they are all here. Those
extremely bad songs sung by
actors who think that they can
sing. No one song stands out as
much as "Raindrops keep Falling
on My Head", a song which
deserves as much credit as Norman Mailer does for defeating the
cause of the Nazis. Such a bad
song, 0000, it makes me so mad I
could cut off the writer's legs with
a chain saw.
Side nine is blank.
Side ten is the best, the most

if you like the thought of clean, fresh air, excellent skiing five minutes from
campus, clear, unpolluted lakes and rivers and fifteen miles of hiking trails
right on campus, then Nipissing University College is the place for you.

If you have completed your Bachelor's degree, we can offer you a one-year
course which will give you the B.Ed, degree and certification to teach
elementary school, where the jobs now are.

And, if you have a minimum average of seventy-five percent in the final
year of your degree required for admission, we have a guaranteed tuition

important song ever recorded. It
changed the whole appearance of
music, this is the singularly best

song ever recorded, produced,
written, or performed. It is of
course, "Ina-Gadda-da-Vida" This
song is the total sum of man's
stupidity in music. Nothing will
ever come close to this. The lyrics
are dynamite and the soloing
forces the discerning listener to
stand up and take notice. No one
will ever come close to this again,
and in the future we can expect
nothing more from the Iron Butterfly as they have broken up. But
this song incorporates the best of
all music ever. Lyrics like "Sun
God sing", structure like the
Golden Gate Bridge, performed
like mental mutants, this song
says it all. Thank-you K-tell for
this record, it is thebest ever and it
will be a long time before we hear
from anything that is this good
again.

WANTED NOW!!
CHAIRMEN FOR
HOMECOMING
and WINTER CARNIVAL
for 1974-75
REPLY IN WRITING
(INCLUDING PHONE NUMBER)
TO: DIRECTOR OF
STUDENT A CTIVITIES
C/0 STUDENT
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL, W.L.U
reply must be made as soon as possible

I
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in northern ontario
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BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS BEST DIRECTOR
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scholarship of S6OO for you.

Now that's what we call a good deal!

I

been.

Side three is the topper. The
works of the masters in order,
from the beginning. It opens with
Bach, and his famous fugue. The
performance is poor as is the
recording, which is done live at the
Albert Hall. The discerning
listener will realise that this is not

1

For more information and

application forms write:
The Registrar
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University
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Movies

A modern 'Voyage of Ullysses
society. What perpetuates this
mortal disruption is the fact that
ceptively played by Jack
attempts to seduce Asa after these conventions are now being
giving a seminar in one of their imposed by the youth themselves.
classes. Asa, fascinated by This film is an attempt to balance
ruggedly handsome Bocchino, the structure once more."
succumbs to the wanton, but
One of the funniest scenes in the
socially prestigous Bocchino.
movie
is
Students'
the
Meanwhile, Rauol, shocked and Association president being
dismayed, considers quitting shortchanged by a crafty person
school but is convinced otherwise on the cash-register. Apparently,
bykindly Professor Venally. In the this actually happened and was not
next series of events, Rauol and staged. It is a tribute to Wolensky
Venally, played by the late Spring that he knew when to be there and
Byington, become lovers.
to catch it on film so graphically.
"You cannot live without the
socialist named Bocchino (per-

So Strong You Thump
a

Elam)

Seldom does a film incapacitate
viewer mentally or in-

tellectually. Hardly, if at all, are

one's sensibilities rendered numb
after the total and complete

subordination to

celluloid
spectacle. The
is taxed
without rebate. Stimulation, the
cause of profit, is always aca
mind

ceptable, provided the stimulation
is profitably stimulating. The film

has finally come.
Remember this name: So Strong
you Thump. It will go down as one
of greatest films in history, if not
historical social matter. It is that

The movie however, belongs to
Walter Brennan. Without a doubt,
tells Venally.
it is his most challenging and best
But the illusion shatters rapidly performance to date. As a man
when Rauol discovers that Boc- confronted with interstructural
chino is Venally's son. Feeling impositions by society, he reacts
betrayed he kills Bocchino and as nearly any person would. He is
Asa, not knowing that Asa was confused, baffled and groping. But
really Venally's former husband. a twinge of morality and ethics
In an ironic end of movie twist, an somehow guide him. As the
unrepenting Rauol describes to Whitman poem suggests, it is war.
Venally the horror of his crime. And the deadliest war, as Bocchino
Despite the realization of who the says, is class war. How Rauol
two murdered parties were, emerges depends on his mettle.
Venally puts her hand in Rauol's
Director Secombe, in an attack
and sympathetically understands. on academia, implies strongly that
Filmed entirely in Lennoxville today's youth is orthogentically
Quebec, this production has the inferior to a person of Rauol's
impact of a social disease. generation. With a distinctive
Remorseless and without shame, it thrust, Secombe suggests that
is the portrait of social contact directional change is a quality of
gone astray. The vast number of inferiority. Uniformity of a code of
implications are all evident behavior will prove inevitably to
without really being judged or be the key to survival. Rauol has a
assessed. The camera becomes sense of dignity and rustic inability
merely a viewer who sees and does about him, and this proves to be his
not moralize. It is the ultimate success-determinant. Rauol is
stability in an atmosphere of
experience.
When Director Harry Secombe destructive transience.
How does Brennan prove to be as
originally wrote the script, he
wrote as a prologue that "without a Geritol Don Juan? Incredibly
a doubt, the biggest misconception well. Only now does the versatility
in our youth-oriented atavism is of Walter Brennan emerge. To try
the belief that elderly people ■ and describe the love scenes
neither feel nor have any useful between Rauol and Venally would
function. Social hysteria has been spoil the surprise and do injustice
translated into a type of senior to its tact and poignancy.
citizen purge. Youth, innocence However, I can say that it is
and goodness are corrupted by the touching and believe me, it is
cruel conventions of a cruel revealing. It would be tasteless to
implausibilities of life," Rauol

overwhelming.

How does one describe it? So
Strong You Thump is from Walt

Whitman's poem "Beat! Beat!
Drums!" signifying the terrors
arid distaste of sudden war. It is
flattering to Whitman that this
poem will not last longer than he
ever imagined, mostly due to the
film.
The plot, as such, is really not an
important element in the film, but
for the sake of clarification, it
ought to be outlined. Rauol, played
by Walter Brennan, is a retired
schoolteacher who returns to
university to further his education
for a better job. Caught in a
situation of total unfamiliarity
Rauol grasps at fleeting aspects of
cpntempory university ethics and
morality and finds himself subsequently at odds with own soul.
He befriends a sensitive young
student, Asa, (portrayed brilliantly by newcomer Dack Haass),
who also cannot relate to
universities
demands
and
psychological appropriations.
Together, these two form an
unholy alliance of the old and the
new. Old Jerusalem and New
Jerusalem provide the Key to
social reconciliation. In the course
of this alliance, continual stress
challenges their apparently fragile
union.
A tough

veteran

campus

,

suggest any sexual innuendo
between the title and Walter
Brennan's love scenes with Spring
Byington. Suffice it to say that
strong men are not invulnerable to
the discharging of tears. What is
absolutely astounding is that the
film is humanly warm without
being maudlin.
Jack Elam's performance must
also be noted. As a sexually
misguided campus radical, he
becomes the penultimate radicalin-residence; aging, deluded and a
professional student. His convincing portrayal transcends mere
portrayal. He becomes and is. In

his effort to convince, Elam
inhabits the psyche of the radical
and evokes the response of selfparody. He is absolutely the most
intelligent and sensitive yet accurate characterization I have

seen. Elam has made the campus
radical what he really is; a
charicature rather than a
character.
My only recommendation is to
see So Strong You Thump. It will
be a classic and perhaps the
greatest event since Stravinsky's
"Rite of Spring" opened in Canton,
Ohio.
by Stan Michna

mate
by Frank Sexton

by Frank Sexton
It is truly rare when one finds a
game of such brilliance and depth
as is presented below. However,
not only is it rare in its aesthetic

value but also it is rare because of

its political background.
This game was smuggled from

the Soviet Union to Canada by
persons who shall remain
nameless to ensure their safety.
Apparently it was played in Omsk,
Siberia,at one of thefamous Soviet
retreats for those important people
that are ill or otherwise incapable
of continuing their work for
socialism.
Though the names of the players
were withheld, it is obvious from
the styles shown that one of the
players was an ex-world champion
of world renown in recent years. It
was indicated that this player was
suffering from mental fatigue at
the time and could not be expected
to be back in international chess
for some time. His opponent was

also gifted to some degree and put
up an extremely good fight only to

lose at the last minute to the
grandmaster. This second player
is most probably an old Ukranian
master of whom we have not heard
in many years.
However, let the game speak for
itslelf. It will tickle the hearts of
those whoreally like a good game.
1. h4, Na6; 2. f4, b6; 3. g3, Bb7; 4.
e3, Bxhl; 5. Nf3, Bxf3; 6. Qxf3, d5;
7. Qf2, Qd6; 8. d4,0-0-0; 9. c3, KbB;
10. Nd2, g5; 11. hxgs, Bh6; 12. gxh6,
Nxh6; 13. Bc4, RhgB; 14. f5, Rg4;
15. f6, RdgB; 16. fxe7, Rxg3; 17. e8Q eh, RxeB; 18. Qxf7, Nxf7; 19.
Bxds, Qg6; 20. Bxf7, Qxf7; 21. e4,
Qg6; 22. e5, Rgl; 23. Nfl, Qf6; 24.
e6, Qxfl eh; 25. Kd2, Rg2 eh; 26.
Ke3, Qf3 eh; 27. Kxf3, RfB eh; 28.
Kxg2, RgB eh; 29. Kf3, c 5; 30. dxcs,
bxcs; 31. e7, c4; 32. eB-Q eh, Kb7;
33. Qes, Ncs; 34. Be3, Ne4; 35. Rhl,
RfB eh; 36. Kxe4, ReB; 37. Rh6, a 5;
38. Bcs, a 4; 39. QxeB, a3; 40. Qe7
eh, KbB; 41. Rxh7, axb2; 42. RhB
mate.
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Coming Soon! Ecies Tits-up Sale
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Advertisement
In theface of shortages of energy, newsprint, petroleum, and
toilet paper, it is obvious to all but the most unintelligent
observer that the capitalist system of free enterprise is on
the verge of total collapse.
It follows of course that once the horn of Gabriel is heard on

Wall Street that economics will become members of a "ghost

profession". Yes, that's right. Rather than being dynamic
and idealistic apolgists for the status quo they will become
merely crusty monuments to the better days when men were
ruled by an "invisible hand".
Yes friends its the end of the line and for this reason, for a
limited fame only, the Faculty of Business and Economics,,
having a "Going out of Business Sale".
Thats right You can accumulate in a few short months the
sum of hundreds of years of economics theory. Such
knowledge would.make you an invaluable asset to any firm
that faces linear demand curves and homogeneous labour
inputs within a perfectly competitive market structure, all
other things being equal.
Out-dated theories questionable statistical analyses
preposterous assumptions, horrendous hypotheses, and of
rm
fraCti n

rthelr^?_inXo
ot tneir original cost.
t
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For only pennies a minute you can have a real live
economics graduate lecture you in the privacy of your own
ng
CtUrC
comPlexities of real life
will arm tar away.
You will learn how the consumption decisions of millions of
people can be summed up in the simple stroke of a pen
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The Monetarist of Mongolia
lam Joe's Indifference Curve
Linear Programming and You
How I read Wealth of Nations and
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demonstrates how the current world food shortage can be
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wks.
A simplified explanation of the abridged
edition of Keyne's General Theory
of Employment, Interest and Money, in
Check out these sizzlers from our adult bookrack
easy to understand words and big print. 12lectures per wk. 80
wks.
The Joy of Pigou b x
The
Reproduction Function by Lee J. Cobb
and Melvin Douglas
PrO_T__mmina
ViH£ift_tanP
V IQeO-ld
rrOgramming
Those "Kinky"
y Demand Curves by Paul Saueezv
Maxwell Learner and
byyD
S Lowe
Lerner
Leontief in Leath er by Lance Riptiar
Everything you always wanted to know about Oligopoly
Ch. 6 Comparative Economics Today the professor com- But Knewbetter Than to ask. by David Rube
pares the merits of the Hungarian economic system against
those of a bottle of cheap wine.
Don't Delay, act Today! All prices are pre-apocoiypse.
pre-aoocolvose
Ch. 7 The correct procedure in filing for Unemployment
inSUranCC benefite
diSCUSSed aU thiS Week
Simp ? ut
entire life sa ™g* a shoe box and mail it to
Ch 9 Research Methods Topic: How Walras can be caught The Quebec Federation of Life
m a liquidity trap
Ch. 10 Quantitative analysis Milton Friedman shows how to
U Ben Ha'ad
make five minute fudge using only an eraser, a No. 3 soft lead
Director of Marketing and Liquidation
H
pencil and an IBM computer.
P 0 Rn ,f IQ9q
Ch. 13 Contemporary Problems Seminar James Tolin exWaterloo Ontario
p i ains the operation his mother is about to undergo and
reveais why he and ws wife haven,t ■the
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right people. Whoare the right people? eH? Appled
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and the consuption components of your education and return
theunused portion inplain brown envelope. Upon receipt of
your envelope we will immediately set up
a cost-benefit
study to examine the proprity and feasibility of returning
your money, Remember, you've got nothing
to lose but your

mind.
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Cord welcomes new columnist
Dear Aunty Jock: Hi there. I've Dear Aunty Jock: Can athletic
got a problem. I'm a tight end for a directors be kicked off the staff for
local unversity football team, and streaking? Just wondering, of
I've got myself in a terrible mess. course. You know, just in case I
I'd have written before but I've had nothing to do some knight.
been in such a tizzy, well you know
Tuffy
Dear Tuffy: I can tell from the
how it is.
All season long I did nothing on tone of your typewriter that you
the gridiron. I scratched my ass are just dying to get caught
game in game out, never made a streaking on campus. I asked
block, and hardly caught a pass Morgenson and he says it is a
the whole year in front of our combination of exhibitionism and
hometown fans. They showed their an inferiority complex. Didn't
appreciation by flipping their know you owned more than one
boogers at me and spitting in my complex. Anyways, good luck and
face. Well, I said to myself, I'll fix here's hoping someone notices.
their wagon. So naturally I saw my
chance when we went to Halifax. Dear Aunty Jock: Just who is this
Knowing that the game wouldn't guy everyone refers to as Tuffy? Is
be televised and that neither of my he a bouncer at the pubs? The y
two friends would see the game, I nickname for the guy who sells the
cooked up this fantastic story meat to the dining hall? What is
about catching 5 passes for 89 the story?
The Big Three
yards. Cripes, the only thing I
Dear Big: He's the guy they just
caught that day was Griff's spitball in my right ear. When I got threw off the staff for streaking.
back the story spread like wildfire Don't feel sorry for him though;
and it got so out of hand that some the cops took him away to the
pro team even drafted me because clinker, but after 15 feet of
of the catches I was supposed to streaking, he said that he wanted
have made. Now I feel so ashamed arrest anyway.
that I lied. I just don't know what
to do. Should I tell the guys? the Dear Aunty Jock: I've had my
pros? my diary? Please Help me. share of parties this year. You
know, after ballgames, after the
I'm desperate.
Name withheld by request. Loo closes etc. Well, I've just got to
No names withheld in Aunty Jocks write to you. When I have a party,
column. You're Larry Simpson, most of the guys bring their chicks
you live in King's Towers, and all with them. Those that don't
your shirts need ironing. Better usually bring sun-flower seeds or
keep your hap shut on this beaut, something else to amuse thembuster; if anyone ever found out, selves. The chicks that come
you can guess who would be without guys, well, that's a story in
itself. Anyway, back to my
running back to Saskatoon.
problem. There's been a few guys
Dear Aunty Jock: What's sexier, a get out of hand lately and I don't
260 yard drive down the middle of know how to handle them. Now I
the fairway in the Masters, or don't mind when they chew beer
mashing a guy's pumpkin from my bottles and have contests to see
defensive back position. After who can spit the glass the farthest.
finishing school a guy has to get a Didn't say a friggin thing when
job, right? So I've got this degree some looney tune shoved his duker
in R & C, which doesn't cut crap in shells into theB-track. Even turned
the bucks dept. as far as a job is my head when Glassford said he
concerned. So it boils down to wanted everyone to see his sports
either football or golf, but I can't car and drove the mother into the
decide which. Got ahy vibes, living room via the picture wuv
dow. But the last straw came after
Aunty?
Gary Duffer our Ontario championship over
Dear Gary: I think you answered Ottawa. The gathering was
that the other day when you said it unusually large and naturally a
was golf which made football your line-up was witnessed outside the
number one sport. By the way, can. So I trooped back to the kitdon't confuse me with short forms chen to grab another beer, and
like R&C. How am I supposed to what do I see? Some s.o.b. named
know what it means, I don't have Carnegie standing over at the
window sill, tinkling on my newly
E.S.P.

One of Gord Taylor's tougher moments this year when the GeeGee's found he had a mickey in the lining of
his kidney pad.
planted African violets. Now that
(no pun intended). What should I do? Have
more parties? Tell everyone to
kiss off? Just forget the whole
thing and buy another bathroom?
Please hurry with an answer. I
can't take much more of this;
neither can my African violets.
Tom Dewey
Dear Tom: Ho, how grossly unfortunate. Why don't you put the
really pissed me off

African violets on the dining room

window?
Dear Aunty Jock: Did you know
that I won the best-dressed-overcoat award this year? Yeah, only

two entrants and .Gordie Tailor
was disqualified due to a conflict of
interest. Just thought you'd like to
know.
Wolly Parka
Dear Aunty Jock: Everyone on the
football team thinks I'm a stuck-up
snob. Tried to find out why, but no
luck. Any feelers?
Rick Griffiths
Dear Rick: The answer is staring

but boy are you a poor loser
Gordie Tailor
Dear *_nty Jock: I'm the guy on
the CBC executive who canned the
telecast of the Atlantic Bowl.
Guess I blew it, eh?
Peter Rick

Dear Mr. P. RICK: Nah, don't
sweat it, scumbag. Wouldn't have
made any difference to the guys,
knowing that friends and family
would have been watching. When
you're such an overwhelming
favourite, who needs it? Keep up
the good work and hope you fingood replacements for the Stanley
Cup play-offs, Masters, Queen's
Plate, World .Series, Canadian
Open, and Grey Cup, all of which
shouldbe walkovers and which we
at WLU assume will also be
canned.
Dear Gord Taylor via Aunty Jock;
I hear you guys had trouble in your
last game last season. Next year
for the critical play, don't listen to
Tuffy. Try the old quarterback-

around - end -without - the - ballbut - instead - gave - it - to - the you right in the face Griff. You're halfback - who tossed it to the always trying to be the "centre" of yardstick - marker - where - it attention. Most teams usually have was - picked - up - by the opseveral players who are stuck-up position but fumbled because
snobs. Coaches refer to them as he - was - hit - so - hard - and - it the "Big Three', troublemakers. went - back - to - the - quarterback Dear Aunty Jock: I don't go to the who really - never had - it - in school any more but still follow the the first - place - but - since - the basketball team very faithfully. defense thought - he - didn't - have I'm in the daredevil business now it - they - didn't have it they and I'm very frustrated. During didn't go - after - him - so - when the last game this year, I wanted to he - really - did - get- -it - he - ran put on a half-time show. I was over - unmolested for the - going to jump shot my mini-bike touchdown play. In the huddle of
over the net at one end, fly over a Watergate High I used to call it the
world's record seven Dave
Lockharts placed end-toend, and
dunk myself in the net at the other
MIMIII
end. Everything was going very
all
set.
So
smoothly, the plans were
what's my problem? Just before
the jump, the captain of the team
came up to me and told me I
couldn't make the jump.Boy, were
my britches ever burned. What's
up anyway? Awaiting your replay,
full throttle.
...consult the Experts at
Evie Knievel
THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED
Dear Evie: Jeepers, kid, I don't
know. Sounds to me that you got a

-

-- -- - -

- -

--

-

-

- - - -

' 'Blue-Right-One-in-a-Million".
Try it. Works for George Allen and

the Redskins every time. It'll be
successful for you too, or else my
re-election committee will know
the reason why.
Dick Nixon,
Inamessin, California
Dear Aunty Jock: Are Howard
Cosell and Les Francey related?
Both of them are a couple of shin uekers who deserve to have their
faces messed up a bit. Just give me
the word and I'll make sure that
Francey has a fate worse than

Mussolini.

Tony Asselstine
Dear Tony; Yes, you are right. Not
only do Francey and Cosell have
amazingly similar profiles, it has
also been traced back that they are
blood (spilled) relations. But put
your mind at ease, Tony, both have
been committed to the local inane
asylum, and will be sent to hell on
the next bus. In hell, they will have
no problems surviving, as they will
be constantly eating their own
words. Believe it or eat it, Les.

"This article was produced by
Cord Sports Editor Rick Campbell
solely for the private parts of his
audience. Any regurgitation in
whole or in part without the expressed written consent of Campbell or his dog Toshi is strictly
encouraged; the more royalties
the better. He would also like to
say that he will be going into
retirement for a while now, and
will be receiving any friends at his
shallow grave immediately behind
the back door of East Hall."

For All Your

TRAVEL NEEDS

pretty rawed deal, though.

Dear Aunty Jock: I still say my

overcoat is better than Parkas.

One game the B-ball Hawks didn't lose this year. It was played on the
moon and gravitational forces prevented either side from touching the
ball.

For that matter, so's my throwing
arm. And my looks. And my speed.
And my car. So screw off Wolly.
You might be a good linebacker,

TRAVEL AGENCY IN W'loo

FOSTER'S TRAVEL
VICWaterloo
SERVICE
Phone
Square

In the Lower Mall
744-5297

744-5297
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Hi! I'm Shirley Eikhard.
Because I'm young, the Youth
Secretariat —our Channel 1 to the
Ontario government—has asked me
to remind you that there are many
different jobs out there. Jobs that
can open up whole new worlds.
You can spend a few months

I

LITTLE

out in the open, working on a farm.
Or get into mining, forestry, industry,

or government.
Contact your Student Placement Office or Canada Manpower
Centre soon. And get yourself the
best summer job around. Why settle
for less?

©Youth

Secretariat

Ontario

The HonourableDennis R. Timbrell,
Ministerwithout Portfolio.
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As oft happens, there comes a
time, in many and varied circumstances when, as is his duty,
the editor of a weekly journal, or
even sometimes a daily, must, for
whatever reason, and in whatever
time/place locus, write exactly
seven inches worth of filler.
Filler is a strange thing. I
remember once when I was about
seven or eight and my uncle, who
owns a rich and prosperous daily
newspaper in Toronto, the name of
which I will not mention but which
comes out in the evening, asked
me if I could write a filler for him
so he could finish putting the paper
together and go home and go to
bed. I
it was so strange
and unusual, that they kept it on as
a daily feature on the columnist
page.
Obviously that is a lie, for my
uncle is actually a world famous
acupuncturist, but that does not
detract from the meaning of what I
was saying, which is, sometimes
you need filler, and the filler that is
supplied often turns out to be well
received, not only by the other
members of the editorial staff but
also by the public "at large" which
means YOU the reader.
Now suppose you are sitting
there, reading this, (which you
are) and you read a piece of filler,
(which this is) and you really like
it. Well, wouldn't you write a letter
to the editor, or even call him up
and tell him how much you like the
filler. Would you? Huh? Of course
you would. And guess what...they
would probably keep it on as a
weekly attraction.
Example no. 1. There is actually
no Robert K. Rooney. At a crucial
deadline last September, we
decided to write a column of

KING & WEBER
8851140

June 3to Aug. 9, 1974
9amto 4
FEE: $150

j|

\\
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•

A 10-week program covering typing, office practice and
Forkner shorthand which will qualify you for a fullor part-time secretarial position.

•

Available at the Sheridan Oakville Campus,
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Toronto: 362-5861
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Clarkson: 832-2110
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dubious merit and use it as filler.
we received such
overwhelming critical acclaim we
decided to do it every week.
Example n0.2. We do not in fact

However,
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friends! Write TODAY for details on the Club
which specializes in transatlantic penfriends:—
Atlantic, DeptcYt,
45 Mayesbrook Road, Dagenham
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Find out what life is REALLY like in the British
Isles—perhaps have a holiday there with new

student, aware of the progress of
modern marketing techniques.
And, as it seems, I have run out of
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PENFRIENDS IN

sell advertising. We give it away.
Because of the generosity of the
students' council, the Cord needs
no outside funds, therefore, as a
public service we fill space with
advertisements, printed free of
charge, in order to keep You, the

space.
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The University of Toronto, in co-operation
with the Universities of Nice and Siena, is
offering degree courses in French language
and literature and Italian fine art, language,
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that appeared in the
Cord March 14.
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a Cecil B. Gum by production

AAagpie-Gladstone-Moyer presents

A Streetcar
Named Gumby
Directed by Lancelot Gumby
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Our hero, Horatio Alger Gumby, prepares, to board the mysterious
streetcar, the vehicle of destiny, a streetcar named Gumby!
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driver driving and the passengers passengering. Little I
did they know what was in store for them....nor do I

we.
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The voyage starts out innocently enough, with the F
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The metaphysics of the situation becomes moreß
complex as the "direction" of the streetcar
a contentious quantity. Here the principles of Shameß
and Doubt vie for supremacy. Can you spot which isl
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The difference between prima facie truth
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adapted from a novel by R.C. Gumby
i_nnn

an_ what is
dialectically true becomes obvious in this scene.
Critics across the land acclaim this
scene as the one
Wh Ch rea V tells !t like N is or could ">•
the
ye c
'
ere steered by
one
ith
steering
? of Eternity.
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